
Circuits Lecture – IED Fall 2004

•Voltage Regulators
•Transistors
•Motor direction control with a relay
•Motor control using the L293 chip
•PWM – Pulse Width Modulation
•RC servos
•SiLabs 8051



Voltage Regulators

• Used to supply a lower voltage from a higher 
voltage source.  5V from a 12V battery
• There are many common three terminal devices.
• Each has a rated output voltage and current.
• If you exceed the current rating

–Unit may just shut down (if you are lucky.)
–Unit may smoke

• Each will be rated for a minimum input voltage.
–Typically the input must be at least 2V above the 
designed output voltage
–There is also a maximum rated input voltage

• If you run one near it’s rated current, it will get hot.
–Consider adding a heat sink





LM340 Voltage Regulator

Input could 
be a 12V 
battery

Output could be a 
5V power to logic 
circuits.



Transistors
•Three terminal devices that can act like switches and/or 
supply gain.  

–If you need voltage gain use an Op-Amp.
–If you need current gain, then a transistor may be useful.

•An example of current gain is trying to use the LabJack to close a 
relay.  The LabJack outputs are current limited and may not be able 
to close a relay.  A transistor between the LabJack and the relay can 
solve this problem.

•There are many types of transistor, but our needs can be 
handled by BJT or MOSFET transistors.

–The example here will just be for BJT and so we suggest that you
also restrict yourself to BJT transistors.



Transistors
•Examples of Transistors

–2N2222, 2N3904 and 2N3906, MJF122 and MJF127
–All have three leads, Base, Emitter and Collector

Expect a 2N2222 to have a current gain of 200.  So 2mA from 
the Input can drive a load that requires up to 2*200 = 400mA.



Transistors
• If you need currents greater than 500mA, consider the 
MJF122



BJT  Transistors
• There are two flavors of BJT transistors.

–We have been looking at NPN types so far.
–PNP act the same but with reversed currents and reversed 
voltages
–NPN/PNP pairs can be useful for motor reversal, but this isn’t a
trivial problem.  Errors can lead to failure of components.
– The MJF122 is an NPN transistor, and the MJF127 is an PNP



BJT Transistors

Turn on Q1 and Q2, motor runs in 
one direction.  Turn on Q3 and 
Q4, motor runs in the other 
direction.  Turn on Q1 and Q4 or 
Q3 and Q2 and you blow the 
transistors.

•If a team wants to do this, contact me with the details of your 
motor voltage and current.  I will also need to know what will be 
controlling the transistors.
•Pulse Width Modulation, PWM, can be used with this circuit for 
speed control.



Another option for motor control
•Consider using the L293 chip.

–This is used in LITEC
–Good for up to 1A
–Another case were PWM can do speed control



Other options for motor control
•Relay control

–Can supply larger currents
–Don’t try to do fast switching



RC Servos and PWM
•Servo motors are commonly used with radio controlled cars, planes and boats.
•These are controlled by a Pulse Width Modulated Signal, PWM
• Most servo motor need pulses that are between 0.9ms and 2.1ms

•0.9mS will result in rotation fully clockwise
•2.1 mS will result in rotation that is fully counter-clockwise
•Or is it visa versa?
•Intermediate pulse widths will give intermediate angles

•PWM signal must be repeated, typically every 20 mS or else servo forgets what it is 
doing and shuts down.
•Servo motors can draw nearly an amp when stalled by load
•Remember that these need power and ground, not shown in this diagram.



The SiLabs C8051F020DK
$129 at www.digikey.com



The SiLabs C8051F020DK



The SiLabs C8051F020DK



The SiLabs C8051F020DK
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•Send us your questions for next class
– schoch@ecse.rpi.edu
– rocks@rpi.edu

•Next week there will be a parallel 
session on LabView and LabJack

•Questions?


